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Global Leaders  
in Animal 
Transportation

Intradco is the leading equine, livestock  
and exotics transport and charter specialist. 
Our experience with animal transport has 
developed over 30 years of professional care 
and commitment to providing the safest 
logistics for animals of all shapes and sizes.

In-flight  
Equipment 
Innovation

Through continued design 
innovation, our growing range 
of stalls and penning provides 
greater flexibility with movable 
partitions, drop-top and 
collapsible-top designs and 
added safety and comfort 
features for their occupants. 

Available for long-term lease 
or rental, Intradco equipment 
is compatible with Boeing 747 
or 777 freighters, McDonnell 
Douglas MD-11s, Airbus types 
and other wide-bodied cargo 
aircraft, making it a favourite 
with many of the world’s 
leading airlines.

We are a company at the forefront of 
designing equipment specifically for animal 
transportation and our leading-edge 
equipment is widely regarded as ‘best 
in class’ by our global customer base.

Discover the flexibility, 
comfort and safety 
benefits of Intradco’s  
in-flight equipment 
through long-term lease  
or rental. Contact us on  
+44 (0)1293 572872  
or email enquiry@
intradco-global.com

Leasing and  
Rental of Stalls

Our experience includes coordinating charters for Prix de l’Arc 
de Triomphe, Breeders’ Cup and Dubai World Cup winners,  
as well as more unusual movements including transporting 247 
deer from USA to Russia, and 400 alpacas from Chile to London.
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1 Pre-flight Preparations

2 During Transportation

3 Arriving Safe and Sound

Specialists in  
Equine, Livestock  
and Exotic Animal  
Air Charters

Our reputation for providing 
secure transportation for 
horses puts us as the first 
choice for many leading 
horse shippers, owners and 
trainers. Our experience in 
accommodating unusual 
species has also made 
us popular with game 
reserves and animal welfare 
organisations, where 
animal well-being during 
transportation is paramount.

Airline Partnerships
Our expertise and specialist 
equipment gives airlines the 
ability and confidence to 
operate within the complex 
market of animal transport.  
If you would like to speak to 
us about becoming a strategic 
partner and taking advantage 
of our animal transport 
knowledge please contact us.

Over the past three decades,  
Intradco has developed a network 
of professionals dedicated to the 
safe journey and constant care 
of our customers’ live cargo.

Handled  
with Care
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1 Pre-flight Preparations
   We offer a complete end-to-end 

solution, starting with sourcing the most 
appropriate aircraft. Intradco air stalls 
have full width front and rear ramps and 
individual rear doors to avoid kicking risk 
when loading more than one horse. They 
are totally adjustable to ensure horses 
and foals can be accommodated with 
ease and comfort. Our pre-flight planning 
routine ensures that no detail is missed.

2 During Transportation
  The interior design of Intradco air stalls 

comes from years of experience and 
acting on the feedback of our customers. 
This, coupled with our professional 
team of flying grooms and animal 
attendants, creates the most comfortable 
environment while reducing stress levels 
for horses during transportation.

3 Arriving Safe and Sound
  Prior to arrival, we coordinate with 

airport handling services to ensure a 
swift and secure handover of horses 
from the aircraft to their final destination. 
All Intradco equipment allows for easy 
cleaning and disinfecting ready to 
be configured for the next occupant. 
Rest assured, with Intradco’s wealth of 
experience, your precious cargo is always 
taken from start to finish in total care. 



Unparalleled 
Knowledge.  
Unmatched 
Connections.

Intradco is a Chapman 
Freeborn company. With 
more than four decades of 
air charter experience and 
over 30 offices strategically 
located worldwide, our global 
coverage is unparalleled.   
www.chapman-freeborn.com
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London Gatwick HQ 
3 City Place
Beehive Ring Road
Gatwick
West Sussex
RH6 0PA
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 1293 572 872   
Fax: +44 (0) 1293 572 873  
Email: enquiry@intradco-global.com 
www.intradco-global.com

Intradco is a Chapman Freeborn company
www.chapman-freeborn.com


